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Abstract: The present paper aims to analyze the container liner ship company's and the
shipper's behavior under the variation of the port policy. First, we assume that the intema-
tional container cargo flow is regarded as the result of the Stackelberg equilibrium between
the liner ship company and the shipper. Second, we formulate the liner ship company's be-
havior and the shipper's behavior. The model is applied to the Asia-Pacific container trans-
portation market. Then we discuss the port policy's influence on the liner ship company's
service routes and the shipper's port choice.

l.INTRODUCTION

Recently, the situation of the international container transportation has been changed; the
post-Panamax type ship is appeared in the international container transport market. And,
from the viewpoint of the cost efficiency, the cargo carriers make a consortium in the long
distance truck liner service such as the Asia-Pacific or the Asia-Europe liner. In the Asian
line, many carriers who belong to the Asian countries except Japan have entered the market,
which lead the market much more competitive.

Furthermore, the structure of Asian economy also has been changed. The NIES countries
have the more sophisticated technology than the past, and the productivity at NIES coun-
tries greatly increases. Then, the NIES countries have much economic power and their mas
production invites a large volume of container cargo flow. Especially, China who has remark-
ably developed by the economic policy change takes an important role in the current Asian
economic structure; the China trade with U.S.A. has greatly increased and China becomes
the greatest trading country with U.S.A. in Asia.

Moreover, corresponding to the growth of marine transportation market, the NIES countries
rush to construct the container terminals with depth of minus fifteen meters and extend their
ports' capacity. Each Asian country including Japan is making efforts to gather more service
lines to her port.
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In this way, the competition among ports becomes a very serious issue in Asian region and
the behavior analysis of the carriers and shippers is very important for the port planning and
port managing policies.

There have been some leading researches on the international container transport. Imai
(1989) proposes a game theoretic approach to the behavior of ship companies where he
formulates the competitions of container ship companies in the marine transportation mar-
ket. However, he does not consider the strategic behavior of government and shippers. Then
he fails to reflect the interactive behavior between carriers and shippers.

leda et al (7998) developed a simulation model of the behavior of the carriers and the shippers
considering of the container liner ship companies' consortium. Then they apply the model to
the Asian marine transportation market. In spite of the precise model, it also doesn't consider
the equilibrium between the carriers and the shippers.

Kuroda et al (1997,1997,1997) discuss the equilibrium between the carriers and the shippers
as the Stackelberg Equilibrium. Then they formulate the market structure. In the stories of
their research, most efforts have been made to explain the behavior of the carriers and the
shippers in the real world. The analysis of the influence of port management policy on the
market have been remained as the future issues. Therefore, the present paper discusses on
the response of the market to the variety of port management policy.

2. MODEL FORMULATION

2.1Outlines

The present paper follows the model developed by Kuroda et al (1997), thus the model of
this paper is based on the thought that there is two type players in the international container
transportation market; the carrier and the shippers.

The container liner ship company entering the international container transportation market
(henceforth called as carriers) may compete each other to acquire the greater share of the
market providing strategically their own transport service. However, in the real world, they
make a consortium to avoid over-competition and keep almost same service level. On the
other hand, there are some non-allied carriers who serve a little bit lower fees than the allied
company. Therefore detail analysis should consider the competition among these carriers. In
spite of existence of this competition, a loose alliance among all the carriers is still observed
because they intend to coexist in the market. From this reason the present paper assumes one
carrier in the market.

The carrier decides the liner route and the ship size and the ship number to be assigned at
each route. This carrier's strategy depends upon the governmen[al strategy about container
terminal construction and management. On the other hand, the carrier has complete infor-
mation about the optimal behavior of shippers. From this reason the carrier can be regarded
as the superior player to shippers but inferior to the government. It should be noticed that the
forwarder has also important role in the cargo transportation market because they influences
on the inland cargo transportation. However the present analysis assumes that the optimal
inland route to and from the ports from and to every inland shipper is a priori given. Thus
the forwarder is not taken into consideration in the present analysis.

Shippers may consider the total transportation cost including the inland transportation cost,
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the marine transportation cost and the total transportation time because time loss will reduce

the value of cargo. Therefore, in order to reduce the time loss, the shippers prefer the port

where the service of liner container ship is much more frequently scheduled. From the same

reason, shippers dislike the port which is too much congested because queuing time may

also decreasi the value of cargo even if the frequency service is much more scheduled than

the others. Taking these factors into consideration, the shippers choose the optimal port and

carrier. Thus shippers' strategy can be considered as port choice and cargo volume allocation
to the domestic ports.

In the present paper, the port managers are not regarded as the active subject in the mar-

ket because it ii difficult to formulate their behavior without the discussion of the economic

analysis of the country. Then, in this paper, it is assumed that their strategies are given by
scenarios.

2.2 Premises and Assumptions

In the present analysis, followings are premised and assumed. These assumptions are basi-

cally followed the latest study of Kuroda et al(1997).

Only world trade container cargo is considered.

O.D. zones of container cargo :ue appropriately divided corresponding to the purpose of
analysis, and denoted by k or k'(k,lc' :1,2,..., N).

3) Each of foreign country zones except Japan is assumed to have its own representative

world trade port.

4) Each of foreign zones is considered as the hinterland of the representative port. Then, if
the hinterland of a specific port covers more than two countries, the transshipped cargo is

implicitly considered.

5) O.D. distribution of the container cargo between the zone k and k' is assumed to be a
priori given, and ,if necessary, symbols I and E are superscribed for import and export.

6) World trade container port is denoted by i,l, i(i,1, i : 1,2,..., M).

7) All container ships considered in the paper are liner and can route directly two ports or

can call at one more port on each route.

8) Every berth of any port is available for any route if ships can move'

9) Total capacity of container berths of each country must be greater than equal to the nec-

essary number to handle her total volume of the imported and the exPorted cargo. This
is equivalent, in other words, to the constraint that the total number of container ships

assigned to each country should be greater than the necessary number to carry her total
imported and exported container cargo. This assumes that there is no infinite queue of
cargo at ports.

l0) Inter-govemmental competition is not considered.

11) Competition among carriers is not taken into account. Then, only one carrier is assumed.

12) Carrier aims to maximize his net revenue considering cargo tariff and shipping expense.
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13) Capacity of total container ships assigned to a specific route is at least greater than the

total transportation demand for the route. This assumes all container cargo per unit period

should be transported in the period.

14) Shipper allots his cargo to minimize the total cost iricluding the inland and the marine

transportation cost, the ship waiting loss and the marine transportation time loss of cargo.

Inland transportation time loss of different route is assumed to be negligibly small.

15) Inland transportation is considered only for the domestic shippers. Thus the overseas

shippers' behavior is neglected.

Under the above premises and assumptions, the foreign trade container transportation net-

work considered in the analysis is shown as Figure 1.

dom6Uc zonet tordgn ro[e t'

dlrect routc/
Yr".

,ALffi,i-U-S@

Figure I Network Concepts

2.3 Carrier's Behavior

Carrier aims to maximize his revenue by carrying larger volume of cargo as possible and

minimize the ship expenses, the cargo handling cost and the port charges. Then, his objec-
tive function are formulated as Eq.(l). Eqs.(2) through (4) are the constraints. Eq.(3) means

thar the carrier can not assign the frequency of liner vessel more than the capacity of the port
i.

rrrar Z*,,i.,: RF - Qr +CP +CM +CB +CL) - (CF +CC +CS\ (l)
)'L .I'!.

Sub. to

z! s z!
(2)

(3)
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l,j*i h€.Ks k2lk

and

Optimal Behauior ol Shippers (6)

In Eq.(l), ^RF is the total revenue from the cargo tariff, C? is the tonnage tax for vessel size
,L which must be paid every time of entering the port, CP is the entrance charge for vessel

size L, C M is the pilot charge, CB is the berth charge for mooring time and vessel size, and

C.L is the cargo handling charge. These costs are called as the port charge. C F, CC and CS
is the fuel cost, the crew cost and the redemption cost of vessels, respectively. These costs

are called as ship cost. Each rcrm of Eq.(1) is given by Eq.(6) through Eq.(l l).

RF: IIfni(E Itxll),"+x!?i*D (7)
iel" j{r" keK^ k,(K^

cr : Itt GrL(pt; + pt)Y! + ItllcrLlet; *2pt1+ pt)Y,!t (8)
Lii Liti

cP : ttt Gr'(pl, + pf)Yi+ DtDE cr"@f;+ 2plt + nf)Yfi Q)
Lii Litj

cM : t t t GTL(pc; + pc)Y,! + I t DDcr"@e * 2pct + pc)Y,!,1t01
Lij Lirj

cB = DtE crllvlpt!(tj)*'z; +r!{ntf!i) +htfti) +r!))Y,!
Li i
+ t t llcrLlr! @tfti'tt + r!) + "! bt!$i) + htft;'tt * rt)

Liti

+ r!6t!uu) + htl!'i) + rlDylj
CF : IDD{frr.rt)2st!i+ ycLt2)lntl1i) +htL(ii) +"!1yv,! +

Lii

II
iels

(4)

(s)

(l l)

t t t 21y cttL) est!,, + zstf,) + y cLtz) 1nt!$'t) + htl(i,t) + htlu i)
Liti

+ htlLit + r! + zr! + rl\\y?1

cc : ttD ccl(ct!,yj ftos; + !DIt cclla!,v,!,1rcs)
Lij Litj

cs : tIt "'L1rt!,y!/tosl +!ttt 
"'L1"t,1,,v,,1,1rcs1Lij Liti

where,
Yof:number of service frequency of liners directly connecting the port a with the port 6

(vessels/year).
Yof;o:number of service frequency of liners connecting the port o with the port b via the

port c (vessels/year).

ht!@'ul : (^'* + \!^)ff:thecargo handling time at the port a (daylvessel).

cpL:capacity of the liner vessel of size Z (ton/vessel).

(t2)
(13)

(14)

(ls)
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,\"'u:load factor of the liner of size tr on the route connecting the ports a with b

u!:cargo handling speed for the vessel of size tr at the port i (ton/day).
ro:the staying time at the port a except of the cargo handling time (daylvessel).

/o6:cargo tariff benreen the port o and b (yen/ton).
G?r:gross tonnage of vessel size L.
pro:tonnage tax rate at the port o (yen/gross ton).
pfo:entance charge rate at the port o (yer/vessel).
pco: pilot charge rate at the port a (yen/vessel).
uo:cargo handling charge at the port o (yer/ton).

tcl:fuel cost per day of vessel size .L (yen/day/vessl).
cc':annual crew cost per vessel of size .L (yen/vessellyear).
ctlr:cycle time of the size .L vessel directly routing the port i, and j (day)/vessel).

ct,!1r:cycle time of size .L vessel routing the port i nd j via the port I (day/vessel).

cs':annual redemption cost of the size .L vessel (yen/vesseUyear).
Z!:number of the container berth for ship size .L of the port i.

2.4 Shipper's Behavior

Shippers aim to reduce the total transportation costs as possible. Then, they carefully choose
the port and ships to minimize the total cost of the inland transportation cost and the marine
transportation cost. Therefore, their objective function and constraints are formulated as

Eq.(14) through Eq.(1 8).

*,,,ilH,,,*, Zshiwer : 
P T E Z,o@i, * pln){Xo,io, +l((Xxain,)(') + 6[?]iil]

+tt Ioi{D I (xl}/i"+x[')ii] (16)
iel^ jel. ke.K^ k, eK-

Sub. to

Xkiti*,, xlllir,, X[')io

t t(xll/,-,+ x[?)io,)
ii

DE xru,o, + I E Irxll]r, + Xl')io,
kk,kktl

lw"x!,y! +tt d^!iy!,

0

C**,

x[!),0,+ x[?),n) s

(17)

(18)

(le)

(20)

(21)

LLI

EEx,[]],*, s
kkl

Ylw't!y!1
LI

Dx!"p'Y?i
L

where,
p[,:freight rate of container cargo from the zone k to the port i by the cheapest transportation

mode(yen/ton).
Xliiy:volume of " direct cargo " from the zone k to the zone /c' transported via ports i and

J.
X[]lro,:volume of " call cargo " from the zone k to the zone &' transported via ports i ,l and

j.
X[]lr*,:volume of " transshipped cargo " from the zone rt to the zone k' transported via ports
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i ,l and j.

3. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION

Since the final purpose of this study is to analyze the effects of port management policies
such as construction of new big scale container terminals, change of port charge and termi-
nal charge etc, it is very important whether or not the model can explain the real container
flow and the real behavior of carriers and shippers. Therefore, in this paper, the validity of
the proposed model is examined by comparing with the observed data.

3.1 Numerical Conditions

hning and O.D. distribution of container cargo

In order to examine the validity of the proposed model, a numerical example is computed
using the data of foreign trade container movement in 1994 surveyed by Ministry of Trans-
port of Japan. It was done in one month from November 1 st through 31 st in order to survey
the physical distribution of both of the domestic and the international cargo. To examine
the zone share ofJapanese port; the prefectural border is used as the unit domestic zones in
Japan. The foreign zones are assumed such as North America (representative ports are Los
Angels, San Francisco, Oakland and Seattle; these are called as the North America port),
Europe (represented by Port of Rotterdam), Korea and North China (represented by Port
of Busan), Taiwan and Hong Kong and South China (represented by Port of Kaoshung and
Hong Kong), ASEAN(represented by Port of Singapore).
The O.D. distributions of the exported and the imported container cargo volume between
Japan and overseas zones are a priori given. It is referred to the survey report by Ministry of
Transport of Japan.

Transportation cost and average value of cargo

Inland transportation modes are considered as either truck or ferry in Japan. So the inland
transportation cost is estimated based on Freight Rate Table and the distance from each do-
mestic zone to each of port and the freight rate of both transportation modes. The loss of
value of cargo due to ship waiting time and navigation time is estimated based on the data of
total export and import container cargo of each domestic zone and total monetary value of
the cargo. It is also referred to the report of Ministry of Transport.

Port and vessel data

Foreign trade container ports in Japan are considered as the four bay areas; Tokyo, Ise, Os-
aka and North Kyushu. Capable number to accept the container liner per month at each port
is shown in Table 1. It also shows the berth charge, the port charge and the cargo handling
charge. It should be notified that the acceptable number of container liner is calculated based
on the number of cranes on each berth. Thus the handling capacity reflects the handling
ability of cranes and work hours of labors. Those are referred to Statistics of Kobe Bureau
of Port and Harbor and T. Abu et al(1995).

In order to examine the validity of the proposed model, Stackelberg equilibrium is computed
using the data provided in the above. In Figure 2 is shown the computed and the observed
results of total cargo volume of ports in Japan. From this figure, it is understood that the
proposed model can well predict international cargo flow.
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Table I Port Data

-Port Berth Pon Handling Cap. for Port
Charge Charge Charge The Large Ship Cap.

(yen/GT*vessel) (yen/GT*vessel) ton/yen (vesseVmonth) (vesseVmonth)

Ise 13.4 49.5 1794 91 135

46.3 1794 474 652Osaka 13.4
Norttr Kyushu 13.4 31.9 1794 6l 165

Busan 4.1 263 525 551 693
Hong Kong 4.4 24.6 1239 697 839

Shingapore 6.9 15.6 838 955 1133

rousand ton /rnonth)

350
3m
250
2@
150
loo
50
o

Tdcyo Osalra N. I(yushu

filure 2 Comparison of the Computed and the Observed Cargo Volume

3.2Impact of the Charge Policy

Taking account of the predictive capability of the proposed model, it is considered that the

impact of the variety of the port management policies can be well predicted by the model.

Thus, in this section, we examine the impact of some policy scenarios shown in Thble 2.

In these policy scenarios, we deal with the variation of the port charge consisted of the sum-

mation of such charge as the berttr charge and the pilot fee, the tonnage tax, the entrance tax

and the handling charge. It is easily anticipated from their location that the port of Busan

is mostly competitive to Japanese ports. Then, we discuss the impact of the variation of the
port and the handling charge ofthe ports ofTokyo, Osaka and Busan. The computed results

are presented in Figure 3 which shows the variation of the tranfer cargo volume from the

present for each case.

In Figure 3, "the case 0" means the basic situation computed for the year of 1994. The com-
puted results ofCase I through Case 3 say that, ifthe port charge or the handling charge or
LoOr of the Osaka Bay is reduced to the same amount as the Busan port, the transshipped
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cargo at the Osaka Bay will increase while those of the Busan and the Tokyo Bay will be de-

creised. Particularly, the reduce of the handling charge gives much more impact than E pott

charge. However, these impacts will be mitigated if the charge of the Osaka and the Tokyo

BayJis reduced at the same time. This is understood from the results of Case 4 through Case

6. These results are induced by the change of the carrier's behavior conesponding to the port

charge policy. In fact, the detail can be understood by looking at Table 3 which lists the liner
service frequency at each port.

(or'o)3m
29
m
1S
10
fi
o

&
,

--a---- --G----A--
2 --'

+Jqzl

--f.-

-+-
---x---

()(-()O<)<>A<>HEHESEHH
OtJr,O-F.qO\

Figure 3 Impact of Charge Policy on Transshipped Cargo Volume

Comparing with Case 0 and Case 3, in the Europe line service at the Tokyo and the Bu-
ran ports, i7 frequency per month is reduced, respectively, and, in the North America line
service, 23 frequency per month from the Tokyo Bay and 18 frequency per month from the

Busan port are reduced. But, on the contrary, at the Osaka port, 15 frequency in the Europe

line and 31 frequency in the North America line are increased, respectively. Of course, these

are resultant from the carrier's behavior to maximize their net revenue. In fact, the net rev-

enue of the carriers changes due to the port and the handling charge policy of the Japanese

ports. The computed neirererue for each case is shown in Table 4. From this table, it is
understood that the reduce of the port charge and the handling charge leads directly to the

increase of the net revenue of the carrier, and that reducing of the handling charge is much

more influencial.

Table 2 Policy Scenario of Charge
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Thble 3 Service Frequency (vesseUmonth)

Tokyo Europe l7 15 0 01700
N.A. 63 57 40 40 63 58 57
Asia65323,A

IseEurope000OO
33
00

N.A. 40 27 2t 2t 27 l0 10
Asia 168 215 270 269 2M ZtZ m

0015150t415
46 65 75 75 58 80 87

Osaka Europe
N.A.
Asia 47 44North

Kyushu Europe
N.A.

5500542
ll55t24

Asia 78 75 60 63 '7{ --dT 47
Europe 56 57 58 57 56 57 57
N.A. 129 t29 l l l l@ 130 132 135
Asia 226

Hong Kong Europe
N.A.
Asia 242 242 228 228 244 --T

Singapore Europe 33 33 33 33 33 33 34
N.A. l9l 192 187 187 192 187 184

Table 4 Carrier's Net Revenue

92 91 92 90 92 92 90
296 295 308 313 295 297 290

Case I
Case 2
Case 3

Case 4
Case 5
Case 6

+o.z
+9.6
+9.8
+0.5

+14.5
+15.3

3.3 Impact ofExtension ofPort ofShanghai and Busan

In the 2lst century, China may have a great influence on world trade as well as the marine
transportation market. At the present, Hong Kong takes the role of the gate port of the trade
of South China and Busan Port is the gate of North China, but, since the capacity of Port
of Shanghai is too small to treat the trading cargo of its hinterland; the Central China, most
of container cargo from Port of Shanghai is transshipped at Port of Osaka. Therefore, the
development of Port of Shanghai or Port of Busan is expected to give some influence on Port
ofOsaka Bay. The present section discusses on this point.

Figure 4 shows the computed results of the transshipped container cargo volume and the fre-
quency of the liner service at the Port of Osaka Bay area and its adjacent ports.
In this figure, Case 7 means the case that the capacity of Port of Shanghai is extended as the
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same level of the present capacity of Ports of North Kyushu Bay, and Case 8 is the case that

it is extended as the present level of Port of Ise Bay. The above case study assumes that the

port charge and the handling charge of all ports are kept as the present level. As can be seen

in this figure, the transshipped cargo ofPort ofShanghai will be increased as its port capacity

increased while the transshipped cargo at its adjacent port, particularly at the Japanese port

will be decreased. Ofcourse, corresponding to the increase ofthe cargo volume handled at

Port of Shanghai, the service frequency of the liner to or from Europe and America will be

increased.

In Figure 5 is shown the computed results about the influence of the extension of Port of
Busan. Case 9, Case l0 and ease l l means the case that the capacity of Port of Busan is

increased l0 Vo,30 Vo and50 Vo than the iresent, respectively. In the case studies, it is also

assumed that the port charge and the handling charge of all ports are kept as the present. It
is remarkable in the Figure 5 that the transshipped cargo of Port of Busan and Ise Bay will
be increased while that of the other ports will be decreased. This may come from that the

great increase ofthe frequency service bound for and from Europe at the port ofBusan will
invite the cargo of Central China via Port of Shanghai, and the Japanese cargo through Port

of Osaka and Tokyo Bay. The port of Ise Bay may invite the transshipped cargo from China
bound for America in stead of Tokyo.

(tbansandtcr / rulh) (rrceb/rutth)
3(m
zfi
z(m
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Figure 4 Comparison of the Transshipped Cargo Volume under the Variation
of the Port Capacity at Shanghai

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present paper discusses on the influence of the port management policy on the marine

transportation market focussing on the East Asian region. The analysis is carried out based

on the model developed by Kuroda et al (1997). In the port management policy analysis,
mainly tow scenarios are discussed; firstly, the port charge and the cargo handling charge

policy of Port of Osaka Bay, and, secondly, the port capacity extension policy of Port of
Shanghai and Busan. The computed results say that the reduce of the port charge and the

cargo handling charge of Port of Osaka will invite much more transshipped cargo to the port
of Osaka but that of Port of Busan will be decreased as well as the port of Tokyo Bay. The
extension ofthe capacity of Shanghai or Busan will directly influenced on the Japanese Ports.
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Figure 5 comparison of the Transshipped cargo volume under the Variation

of the Port Capacity of Busan port

These scenario analysis of port management policies suggest the liner ship companies in the
n-tarine transportation market are very much iensitive noionly to the O.D. cargo volume but
also to the port management policy. Then it is necessary, in ttre port plannirig, to consider
the world wide behavior of ship company and shippers.

However.the model employed in this scenario analysis does not consider the equilibrium of
cargo tariff at the marine transportation market. TLus, if considered this equilibrium price,
the results may be changed from the present paper. This is remained as the future probiem.'
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